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������ ا��  : ا
 

  ;  ,CD1- م>* آ)' ,2ي ا!@"? 4* <> ,+/ ,1=1>;:-ا , 9ردن، ا15- 4)2آ* اآ+2 ,01/.- ,+* ا"()' و ا"$# ": ! رة
  

  G<5 : وF ء
  

و ا":OQR <(>+C1* م ی:OQR:" O ا"P=:0+)+O ام و 9 اH+F 9 اL1Mف ,+* ا"(:2ی*، . I05 ا"$H آ; ن ,:() ن I05 ا"$H: ! رة
 OQR:"ا I05  )ی/S> -CDی G4 H(+P=:0"و ا H5ا9رد ID, ،ت QR" U;!ا I,  ;دای I=D,  559- ا  

  
، و HF آO+(+P=:F /+1 ! آ)+* , 9ردن، 59- ] ر HF زواج ,+* ا9رد5++* و HF، ./ی(+* W<, X:4 آV+/: وF ء

 H:"ا H5آ; ن ا9رد HF و ،\=" HF *C" ،/+1آ GR(+, ق/F ^+F  م ،/+Vآ GR(+, 2ر 05/قS(,  1+* مQR:"ا U=و ه *++P=:0"ا
  .,)=;H ا9ردH5 ا"(2وي و ا9ردH5 ا"(:2ي ، ا9ردH5 ا"L0حH، ه+? م)=;+-ه*

  H ا":H ./ی# X:4 ا":bR ا":() O+5، اج  ";  ";  اج- ا"Q1 ر ا":() L" *+5ردن ا9رد5
  

  ه ، و اe ه+2ا شH ج2ی2، م H5 4 ر2Q(4 ،OF؟: ! رة
  

  م* ه+? اج+' ا"f ی>)H مD5 ،LV)  م  م)HCD .;/ م)HCD .;/ او .;/ : وF ء
  

  . ح/ف ا2Q,9یOاg، ,1=1>;:- ح/ف ا"S ف ی:H , 9: ! رة
  

  او ا"f;<1= ، Q ح/ف ا"S ف م): وF ء
  

  او ,S1-"-ا ج  : ! رة
  

  ,HF I آ1+/ 5 س ,+CD- اg م$ ن م* ا]:Q> GR ر "() 5+* : وF ء
  

اه ، ای\ D5)  م  م)=f;<1 ح/ف ا"S ف م)S-ل مLV م  .:H1 أم/ ا":H ه-ي ا"Oi:" , /;S ا">/,+O و اآ+2ة "1QR)  : ! رة
D5 H)  و !-ری  اآ1/ شH م)>/ف ی>)I, W<, X:4 GR05 H آ; ن م)>/ف آ; ن مS> f1/ی(  آ+l ا15-، ./ی(O 9، ی>)

  ,>H:*o حo<, 2* ./اب 1QR" X:4 X:4* ا9ردن و P=:F+* و مm/، ه2ول ه "2ول ا"
  

و آ; ن F HF/ق ,+* ا">/,H ا9ردH5 و ا":() H5 ا5- ا":() 5++* آ ن 4)2ه* ا"5/0=++* و اج  4)2آ* آ1+/ آ:; ت : وF ء
 O+=5/F  

  
   مq(-ط :! رة

  
  و اج  4)2آ* آ1+/ آ:; ت O+=5/F : وF ء

  
آD, /+1+ <)  ا"+-م+O آ1+/ م)=f;<1 4( رات H=5/F ی>)H مH.L1, LV ح2ا G4 یS, HC+CD:? ارF-ار او , ي او : ! رة

 O+,/<"ا Oi:" , OF/$"ا Hه H:"ل ا-S(م LVم ،H=5/0"ا O+ح+ <)  ا"+-م HCD5 G4 اح)  و ،H(<آ1+/ ی ،OمL="ا Uم  R:S(م
H5-C" )"ا Hه H:"ن و ا-C:)"ت. ا ;:C" ه ">( رات و ه f;<1=(م H(<آ1+/ ی .  



  
  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
English translation:  
 
Sarah: I wanted to ask you about an expression you use in Jordan, Do you differentiate 
between a girl and a guy when you address them?  
 
Wafaa: Yes  
 
Sarah: Same thing in Lebanon. And your accent is close to the Palestinian accent, or not? 
Is there a difference between the two countries? Because I always feel when I hear 
accents, I feel that Jordanians and Palestinians almost speak the same accent.  
 
Wafaa: there is[similarity], they are very close to each other, and there are many 
Palestinians living in Jordan. Because there has been marriage between Jordanians and 
Palestinians and now its hard to differentiate between the two accents, there isn’t much 
difference between them, but there is also Jordanian [accent] that we call Badwian 
Jordanian, and Falahi Jordanian, that is what we call them.  The Jordanian [accent] which 
is close to the Lebanese [accent] came about when Lebanese merchants came to Jordan.  
 
Sarah: aha, Wallah, this is something new, I didn’t know that, really?   
 
Wafaa: from that came the… umm, for example, we pronounce “Qamar” or Qamar.  
 
Sarah: oh, you use the letter “Qaf” in the Alphabet.  
 
Wafaa: we use the letter “Qaf” or “Ga” 
 
Sarah: or you say “Ga”  
 
Wafaa: But there are many people who say “Ah” because they are originally Lebanese 
merchants.  
 
Sarah: aha, yes, we don’t use the letter “Qaf” we say, as you just said, “Amar” which is 
“Qamar” in Arabic [Modern Standard]. Naturally, our accent is very close like you [and 
Palestine] I mean, close with Syria. We can understand each other best, but we also 
understand Jordanian, Palestinian, and Egyptian accents; these countries which are close 
to each other.  



 
Wafaa: also, there is a difference between Arabic Jordanian, and Lebanese. Because 
Lebanese people had the French [colonization] and they have a lot of French words [ in 
their speech]  
 
Sarah: That is right  
 
Wafaa: You have many French words.  
 
Sarah: a lot, in our daily life we use French expressions; for example, when someone 
talks to you he would say “ervuar” or “bye” or “good bye” [in Arabic]. For example, the 
word for Balcony in Arabic is “Alsherfe” and we call it “Balcon” which is “balcony”. We 
use these words and expressions a lot.   
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